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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

With the rapid pace of technological improvement, circuit manufacturers are 

now faced with the problem of getting large numbers of prototype samples to customers 

in a shorter time period. A manufacturer's profit heavily depends on the volume of 

samples shipped to customers. Time to market is thus critical, and circuit manufacturers 

need to develop efficient methodologies for designing, manufacturing, and testing 

prototype circuits in a competitive time space. 

Circuits must pass through three stages prior to customer shipment as show in 

Figure 1.1 below. 

Design correction pAB correction 

Design correction 

Customer Ideal Customer Deliveiy (Tj) = t,+t2+t3 
Actual Customer Delivery time (T )̂ = tj+t^+t, + correction delays 

Figure 1.1 Time-to-market Stages 

In the design stage, engineers make use of Computer-Aided Design (CAD) 

tools to create circuits on the schematic level. Engineers in the fabrication stage use the 

circuit schematics to manufacture the circuits on silicon. Once fabricated, the circuit is 

then packaged and delivered to the Product Engineers (PE) for testing. In the PE Testing 

stage, various tests are performed on the circuit to ensure that its specifications are 

correct. Provided that no circuit errors arise during any of the stages mentioned, the time-

to-market, Td, is the sum of the time spent during each of the three stages. Circuit design 

and fabrication errors are quite common and often result in the circuit returning to the 
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previous stage for correction. These delays lengthen the ideal time-to-market and can 

severely impact on a circuit manufacturer's profitability. 

The PE testing stage, the final stage prior to customer shipment, is often subject 

to harsh time constraints caused by circuit correction delays. Circuit correction delays 

severely reduce the PE test time window and make it very difficult for production test 

engineers to test large volume of circuits prior to customer shipment. A large amount of 

stress is placed on the test engineer as a result of the limited test time. Product engineers 

must therefore develop efficient test methodologies to ensure that circuits are properly 

tested and that time-to-market goals are meet even with the reduced test time window. 

1.1 Product Engineering Testing Methodology 

The current methodology used in product engineering to test circuits involves 

generating circuit test programs, executing the test programs on a circuit test machine that 

contains the devices under test (DUT), and sorting the tested circuits depending on the 

test program result. Figure 1.2 below shows the hardware connection diagram for the 

Product Engineering (PE) test setup. In the PE test setup, a mainframe computer 

containing the circuit test programs is connected via a 25- pin, RS232 serial cable to a 

circuit test machine FUSION and an automated circuit Delta Flex handler. 

25-pin RS232 female to 
25-pin RS232 male serial 

cable 

FUSION 
Tester 

UNIX Mainframe 
with sun 

UltraSPARC III 25-pin RS232 female to 
25-pin RS232 male serial 

cable 

DIB 

LTX Delta 
Flex Handler 

Figure 1.2 Hardware Connection Diagram for Current PE Test Setup 



The FUSION tester, developed by LTX Corporation, is the first and only 

system-on-a-chip (SOC) test in the semiconductor industry. SOC is the new generation of 

integrated circuits that combines digital, mixed signal, RF, and smart power on a single 

piece of silicon. Circuit test programs, loaded in the mainframe computer, make use of 

the SOC to apply various voltages and currents to the input and output pins of the circuit 

placed on the FUSION tester. Placement of circuits in the test-site location on the 

FUSION tester is automated by used of a Delta Flex Handler. 

The Delta Flex is an xl to x4 site pick-and-place handler for tray-based 

packages including Ball Grid Array (BGA) and Micro Ball Grid Array. It is capable of 

thermally conditioning circuits from -60 to -I-160C. The Device Interface Board (DIB) is 

used to connect the FUSION tester to the Delta Flex handler and as the test site location 

for the DUT. 

The mainframe computer controls the entire testing process in the PE test setup. 

The mainframe uses the Electronic Industries Association (EIA) RS232 communication 

protocol for asynchronous communication, over a serial interface, to communicate with 

the FUSION tester and the Delta Flex handler. As shown in Figure 1.3 below, the 

mainframe computer transmits command signals, via the serial cable, to both the Delta 

Flex handler and the FUSION tester. Test command signals, from the mainframe to the 

FUSION tester, loads the required circuit test program from the mainframe and initiates 

the testing on the tester. The circuit test programs stored on the mainframe computer 

consist of test patterns that represent various input voltages and currents as well as clock 

timings that must be applied to input or output pins of the device under test (DUT) during 

the testing process. Circuit functionality, timing and memory are all tested with the test 

programs on the FUSION tester. Circuit test results are communicated from the FUSION 

test to the mainframe upon test completion. 



Test 
commands Circuit test 

programs 

FUSION 
Tester 

Circuit test 
result data 

Mainframe with 
test programs 

Status results 

Bin 
commands 
and status 
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LTX Delta 
Flex Handler 

Figure 1.3 Data Flow Diagram for Current PE Test Setup 

The mainframe computer uses the test result data from the FUSION tester to 

sort, or bin the circuits into output trays contained in the Delta Flex Handler. The 

mainframe computer also periodically transmits status inquiry signals to the Delta 

Handler to ensure that no mechanical problems have occurred during circuit sorting or 

binning. The flow diagram for the test process that is controlled by the mainframe 

computer is shown in Figure 1.4 below. The flow diagram for the test process is 

suspended if the mainframe computer detects a mechanical problem with the Delta Flex 

handler. 
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Bin device by 
test result 

data 

Figure 1.4 Circuit Test Flow Diagram 

1.2 Product Engineering Test Methodology Problems 

The Product Engineering testing methodology had two problems that prevented 

it from being effective in achieving time-to-market goals for prototype circuits. Firstly, 

circuit test programs take a long time to be generated for the FUSION testers. Test 

pattern generation is a very complex task. Timing problems, caused by incorrect clock 

placements in the test patterns, create instability during test execution and are very 

difficult to detect and debug. The second problem is one of logistics. Test programs are 

generated in India, and communication necessary to improve the test programs, as well as 



time lost in the transportation of the revised programs, severely reduce the product 

engineer's test time. 

The problems experienced with the current test methodology made it difficult to 

test large volumes of prototype circuits in the limited time space. Company profitability 

is directly linked to the number of prototype circuits that are shipped to customers. As a 

result, production engineers had to develop temporary testing methodology that allowed 

the testing of prototype devices while test programs for the FUSION testers are being 

generated and fixed. 

1.3 Temporary Product Engineering Test Methodology 

Due to the length of time required to generate robust circuit test programs for 

the FUSION tester, product engineers had to develop a temporary test methodology that 

allowed the testing prototype devices while test programs for the FUSION testers were 

being generated and debugged. Circuit test programs for the temporary test methodology, 

consisted only of functional test patterns. Removing timing and memory test patterns 

from the circuit test programs used on FUSION, ensured faster test program generation 

and allowed the test engineer to ship circuits to customers that passed the minimum 

screen. Since customers can still minimally test and debug their applications, with the 

functionally screened circuits, circuit manufactures can still generate revenue while the 

FUSION test programs are being developed. 

The temporary test methodology that was developed, involved hand testing 

prototype circuits on circuit test platform called the Verification Debugging Board 

(VDB). The VDB board, show in Figure 1.5 below, replaced the FUSION tester as the 

circuit test platform in the temporary test setup. The VDB board has the following 

components: a "start test" button, test control toggle switches, a JTAG connector, a 

Liquid Crystal Display (LED), a master controller chip Raptor, a socket location for the 

DUT, a Field Programmable Grid Array memory and a power on/off button (not shown). 



"start test" 
button 

Test control 
switch 3 
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LCD 
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Test control 
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DUT 
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Figure 1.5 Verification Debugging Board (VDB) 

Pressing the "start test" button on the VDB board, instructs the master 

controller chip Raptor to execute the circuit test programs stored in the FPGA on the 

DUT. The circuit test results are displayed on the LCD screen upon test completion. The 

JTAG connector provides an interface for the test engineer to download circuit test 

programs from a PC to the FPGA. The test control switches, shown in Figure 1.6 below, 

are used to specify settings for the testing process. The toggle switches on the control 

switch SW3 are used to enable or disable data logging of the test results and to determine 

what action should be taken if a circuit fails the circuit tests. Toggle switch 4 on SW5 is 

used by Raptor to select package dependent, circuit test programs from the FPGA. Both 

Ball Grid Array and Thin Quad Flat Pack prototype circuits could be tested with the VDB 

board. 
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Figure 1.6 Test Control Switches on VDB Board 



The temporary test setup required test engineers to manually placed prototype 

circuits in the DUT socket and to initiate the functional circuit test program as show in 

Figure 1.7 below. Test engineers used the circuit test results displayed on the LCD to sort 

the prototype circuits into output trays. 

Start 

Adjust control 
switches for DUT 

Turn on VDB board 

Remove circuit and 
sort according to test 

result 

Place new circuit in 
DUT socket 

Push "start test" button 
to start circuit test 

Read circuit test 
result from LCD 

Turn off VDB board 

Figure 1.7 Temporary Test Methodology Flow Diagram 

1.4 Temporary Product Engineering Methodology Problems 

Using only functional circuit test patterns on the VDB board to test prototype 

circuits reduced the time taken to generate test programs. However, the temporary test 

methodology failed to reduce the overall prototype test time because the hand-testing 

process is slow, inefficient, required a large overhead of test engineers, reduced circuit 

yield and did not provide accurate data logging capabilities. The main flaw of the 

temporary test setup was that the overall circuit test time was not reduced since most of 

the test engineer's time was wasted in circuit-switching tasks shown in Figure 1.8 below. 



When the thermo stream was not used to thermally condition, or soak, prototype circuits 

pnor to testing, an average of 2 minutes per circuit was lost in circuit-switching tasks. 

Write down 
test result 

Remove thermo 
stream from VDB 

Turn off VDB 

Remove circuit from 
VDB 

Place circuit in 
sort tray 

Place new 
prototype circuit 

on VDB 

Connect 
thermo 

stream to 
VDB over 

DUT 

I 
Wait 3min to 

thermally soak 
circuits 

Press "start test" 
button on VDB 

Figure 1.8 Flow Diagram Of Circuit-Switching Tasks 

The 2 minutes wasted in non-testing tasks made the temporary test 

methodology very inefficient. In production testing, where the number of prototype 

circuits in a lot usually exceeds 500, 16.6 hours are lost to the operator performing 

circuit-switching tasks per lot of 500 circuits as shown in Figure 1.9 below. 



-1 — T - 1 1 r 

100 200 400 500 1000 2000 

# of prototype circuits 

Figure 1.9 Graph of Time Lost Using Temporary Testing Methodology 

A good circuit, one that passes all the functional tests in a test program, takes an 

average of 1 minute to be tested. With the temporary testing methodology, 66.6% of the 

overall test time was wasted in non-testing actions. 

More test engineers were now required to test prototype circuits due to the 

increase in the overall test time. The testing of lots of 1000 prototype circuits sometimes 

required the scheduling of test engineers for time-blocks in a 24-hour period. Test 

engineers quite often had to be taken from other projects to test circuits during non-

working hours just to ensure that prototype circuits were tested in the required time 

space. The long test time periods at non-working hours adversely affected the 

productivity of the limited number of test engineers. 

The yield of good circuits after test was greatiy reduced because the test 

engineers mishandled and damaged the delicate prototype circuits during testing. 

Prototype circuits that used the Thin Quad Flat Pack (TQFP) package were very 

susceptible to physical damage since the contact leads extended out of the package. 

Prototype pin damage occurred during the circuit switching tasks mentioned previously 

and severely reduced the circuit yield. 

Finally, the temporary test methodology failed to provide accurate data logging 

capabilities. In the temporary setup, test engineers were responsible for logging the 
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results of each circuit test. The test result data was often written on a piece of paper that 

was often misplaced. Statistical analysis of the test results was also an arduous task since 

test result data had to be manually entered into a spreadsheet program such as Excel. 

Statistical analysis did not give much information since the function tests that caused 

circuit failure were not recorded. 

Continued efforts with the temporary test methodology would not have allowed 

production engineers to meet expected test volume in the given time space. An improved 

testing methodology had to be developed that enabled test engineers to test the 

functionality of prototype circuits in an efficient and accurate manner. 

1.5 Proposed Test Methodology 

The product engineering temporary test methodology failed to reduce the 

overall prototype test time because the hand-testing process is slow, inefficient, required 

a large overhead of test engineers, reduced circuit yield and did not provide accurate data 

logging capabilities. The goal of the proposed test methodology is to design, develop and 

implement an automated test bench setup that solves the problems experiences with the 

temporary test methodology. Success of the proposed test methodology will be judged on 

the following criteria: ability to reduce time wasted in circuit-switching tasks, robustness 

and reliability, flexibihty and ease of use, and accuracy of data logging capabilities. 

The proposed methodology was designed by combining the strengths contained 

in the initial product engineering test methodology and the temporary test methodology. 

Automation of the circuit-switching tasks by the Delta Flex handler was the main 

strength of the initial product engineering test methodology. The Delta Flex's benefits, 

which included fast circuit-switching times, automatic circuit sorting after test and the 

ability to thermal soak circuits prior to testing, made it a clear choice for reducing time 

wasted in non-testing activities. In the temporary product engineering test methodology, 

the Verification Debugging Board (VDB) provided many significant benefits. Firstly, 

functional circuit test programs can be quickly generated for the VDB. Transferring new 

functional test programs to the VDB via the JTAG connector is fast and thus allows for 
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easy program modification. Secondly, the small feature size of the VDB makes it a great 

test platform especially in areas on the test floor where physical space is not a luxury. 

The automated test methodology that I propose will use the VDB board as the 

circuit test platform and a Castle Handler, which operates faster that the Delta Flex 

Handler, for automatic circuit handling. Software, coded in C++, will be developed for 

the Personal Computer (PC) to control the testing process. A communication protocol 

will be developed to allow the PC, VDB and the Castie Handler to communicate data via 

the RS232 serial cables. Two XDS 560 cables will also be used in the proposed test setup 

to allow the test engineer to update the circuit test programs stored in the memory on the 

VDB as wells as to update the code that is executed by the controlling processor Raptor 

on the VDB. 

The wiring diagram for the proposed automated test methodology is show in 

Figure 1.10 below. Data transmissions between the PC, VDB and the Castle Handler will 

use RS232 serial communication. A Device Interface Board (DIB), or interposer, for both 

Ball Grid Array (BGA) and Thin Quad Flat Pack (TQFP) packaged circuits will be 

developed to serve as the test site location for circuits on the VDB as well as to aUach the 

VDB to the rear of the Castle Handler. 

DB9 female to DB9 male 
serial cable 

V V 

PC with 
Windows 2000 

and VDB control 
software 

2 XDS 560 
cables 

VDB 

DB9 female to DB25 
male serial cable 

Interposer 

LTX Castle 
Handler 

Figure 1.10 Wiring Diagram for Proposed Test Methodology 
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The two XDS 560 cables are used to connect the PC to the VDB so that circuit test 

programs and the code for the controlling processor Raptor can be quickly modified and 

updated. 

In the proposed methodology, the PC will control the circuit testing process. As 

shown in the data flow diagram. Figure 1.11 below, the PC sends commands to the VDB 

initiating the start of circuit testing. The VDB transmits circuit test results to the PC at the 

end of circuit testing. The PC uses the circuit test results to determine which output tray 

location, or bin, the tested circuit has to be placed into. The Castle Handler uses bin 

commands sent from the PC to sort tested circuits. 

Testing 
commands 

PC with 
Windows 2000 

and VDB control 
software 

Status queries 

Data log file 
to FTP server 

Status query 
responses 

LTX 
Castle 

Handler 
Circuit sort 
commands 

Figure 1.11 Dataflow Diagram for Proposed Test Methodology 

Status queries sent from the PC the Castle handler to ensure that no mechanical 

problems have occurred with the handler. The status responses sent from the Castle to the 

PC inform the PC of the current status of the Castle handler. The data log file, containing 

all the circuit test results, is transferred to a server on the network using the File Transfer 

Protocol (FTP) once all circuits have been tested. 
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CHAPTER II 

DESIGN 

2.1 Hardware 

2.1.1 Requirements 

Table 2.1 below lists all of the hardware required for the new automated test 

bench. 

Table 2.1 Hardware Requirements 

HARDWARE 

Verification Debugging Board (VDB) 

Interposer 

LTX Castle Handler 
Personal Computer (PC) 

QUANTITY 

1 

1 

1 
1 

CABLES 
DB9 Female - DB9 Male 

DB9 Female - DB25 Male 

XDS 560 
CATS Ethernet cable 

QUANTITY 

1 

1 
2 
1 

The Verification Debugging Board (VDB), shown in Figure 1.5, was used as 

the test platform for the prototype circuits. One physical modification had to be made to 

the VDB prior to implementation in the new test setup. Firstly, a male 9-pin (DB9) serial 

port interface socket was attached to the top of the VDB to allow serial communication 

between the VDB and the PC. 

The Interposer was used as the attachment interface for the VDB board to the 

rear of CASTLE Handler. The interposer also provided the contact socket for the 

prototype circuits via the 40-pin grid interface. Two different interposers had to be 

created due to differences in the physical dimensions of the Ball Grid Array (BGA) and 

Thin Quad Flat Pack (TQFP) prototype circuits. 

The CASTLE Lx Handler is a xl to x4 site pick-and-place handler for tray-

based packages including Ball Grid Array (BGA) and Thin Quad Flat Pack (TQFP). The 

Castle Handler was chosen over the Delta Flex Handler because of its faster circuit 

switching speeds and its ability to handle both BGA and TQFP circuits. Circuits placed in 

the automated input trays at the front of the Handler, are loaded into "boats" on a circular 

belt by a mechanical arm. The belt rotates to bring the boats to the rear of the Handler 

where another mechanical arm picks up a single circuit from the boats, rotates 180 
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degrees and then extends to place the circuit in contact with the interposer. Upon circuit 

test completion, the tested circuit is returned to its position in the boat and the next circuit 

in the boat is contacted at the interposer interface. Tested circuits are then placed into 

sort trays based on the circuit test result. Small suction caps terminate the mechanical arm 

that moves the circuits to and from the boats. Air moves in an upward direction and the 

suction action necessary to lift the circuits from their position in the boats. 

Table 2.2 below shows the specifications for the Personal Computer (PC) that 

was used in the new test setup. 

Table 2.2 Computer Specifications for New Test Setup 

PERSONAL COMPUTER SPECIFICTIONS 

500MHZ 

256MB RAM 

4 PCI slots 

0/100 Mbps network card 

16MB Video card 

A PC was used instead of a mainframe computer because it was more cost 

effective to implement in the new test setup. Since the PC was not required to perform 

processor-demanding operations, only a minimum of 500MHZ processor speed was 

required. An Ethernet compatible network card was required since circuit test result 

information will be transferred from the PC to servers on the local network. 

2.1.2 Universal Asynchronous Transmitter and Receiver 

The VDB board, PC and the Handler are all equipped with a Universal 

Asynchronous Transmitter and Receiver (URAT) that uses only three pins for serial 

communication. The Transmitted Data line (TD), pin 2, and the Received Data line (RD), 

pin 3, contains data exiting and entering the URAT respectively. Pin 7 is used as the 

ground. The RS-232 standard specifies a bipolar logic level where logic levels are 

represented not only on the magnitude of voltage levels but by the polarities as well. The 

maximum voltage permitted on any circuit is +/- 15volts. Binary logic levels for input are 
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+3 to +15 and -3 to -15; voltages between +3 and -3 are undefined. Binary logic levels 

for outputs are +5 and +15 and -5 to -15; voltages between +5 and -5 are undefined. 

2.1.3 Cables 

PC to Castle handler communication required use of a 9-pin (DB9) female to 

25-pin (DB25) male serial cable. The 9-pin end was connected the second 

communications port (COM2) on the PC while the 25-pin connector was attached to the 

RS232 interface on the Castle handler. As stated in the previous section, only three pins 

were required for communication. Table 2.3 below shows the pin wiring for the serial 

cable. 

Table 2.3 PC to Castle Handler Serial Cable Wiring Diagram 

PC 

Pin Name 
TD 

RD 

Signal Ground 

Pin# 
2 

3 
7 

-> 

-> 

-> 

CASTLE HANDLER 

Pin# 
3 
2 

25 

Pin Name 
RD 
TD 

Signal Ground 

A 9-pin (DB9) female to a 9-pin (DB9) male serial cable was required for the 

PC to communicate with the VDB. The female end was connected to the first 

communications port (COMl) on the PC while the male end was attached to the DB9 

female URAT interface on the VDB. The pins required for communication are listed in 

the Table 2.4 below. 

Table 2.4 PC to VDB Serial Cable Wiring Diagram 

PC 

Pin Name 
TD 

RD 

Signal Ground 

Pin# 
2 

3 

7 

-> 

-> 

-> 

VDB 

Pin# 
3 
2 

7 

Pin Name 
RD 

TD 

Signal Ground 
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Two XDS 560 cables were used to allow the user to update the code that 

controlled the master controller processor, RAPTOR, as well the circuit test programs 

stored in memory of the VDB. The cables were connected to the JTAG connectors at the 

side of the VDB board to a Peripheral Component Interface (PCI) adaptor located on the 

PC. 

2.1.4 Automated Test Bench Setup 

The automated test bench setup that was implemented involved attaching the 

VDB to the Castle handler and controlling the circuit testing and sorting process from 

software running on a PC. In order for the VDB board to be used in the automated test 

bench setup, a device interface board (DIB) had to be designed to properly attach the 

VDB board to the rear of the Castle Handler. The DIB, or interposer contained gold 

plated contacts in the circuit test socket and was used as the attachment interface to the 

Castle Handler. The interposer was first attached to the rear of the handler using preset 

screw locations on the handler back plate. The VDB was then attached to the interposer 

via four screws. Once the VDB board was securely secured to the rear of the Castle 

Handler, the DB9 female to DB9 male serial cable was then used to connect the PC, via 

the first serial port (COMl), to the UART on the VDB. The DB9 female to DB25 male 

serial cable was used to connect the PC, via second serial port (C0MM2), to the RS232 

communications port on the Castie Handler. Figure 2.1 below shows the wiring diagram 

for the automated test bench setup that was utilized on the test floor. 
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UART 
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JTAG 

2 

XDS 560 
cable 

Test 
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JTAG 
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to DB25 male 

serial cable 

RS232 Port 

Castle Handler 

Figure 2.1 Wiring Diagram for Automated Test Bench Setup 

The two XDS 560 cables can be connected to from the PCI ports to the JTAG 

connectors on the VDB when circuit test programs and the RAPTOR software needs to 

be updated on the VDB. 

2.2 Software 

In order for the proposed test methodology to operate, software had to be 

written for both the PC and the VDB. Circuit test screen patterns had to be created and 

incorporated into the code that controlled the master controller circuit RAPTOR on the 

VDB. Control software that was executed on the PC, also had to be written to facilitate 

accurate communication among the PC, the Castle Handler, and the VDB. In order to 

create software that was robust and accurate, several major concerns had to be addressed. 

Firstiy, the current code that was written for the controller circuit on the VDB had to be 

modified to support the DB9 serial attachment on the VDB. A software implementation 

of a Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter (UART) had to be integrated into the 

current RAPTOR code. In addition, the RAPTOR software had to be modified to 

recognize commands sent from the PC and to support the reporting of test results to the 

PC through the serial interface. 
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Communication between the PC, Castle Handler, and the VDB was also major 

issue that had to be addressed. Development of a communication protocol, that included a 

dictionary list of used commands, had to be developed for successful communication 

between the mentioned devices. The protocol that had to be developed not only included 

commands that were used to initiate different tasks on the devices, but also specified the 

format for the test result data that was returned from the VDB. Development of an 

efficient system of communication between devices was essential since any mechanical 

or software errors that occurred with the VDB board or the Handler during test bench 

operation had to be properly reported to the PC. 

During the testing of prototype devices, it is necessary that the test engineer be 

able to analyze the test result data that is reported from the VDB board. Previous methods 

of manually searching through data log files proved to be a very arduous if not an error 

prone task. With these issues currently causing delays in data analyzing, it was 

imperativ e that a graphical interface be developed for the test bench software. 

2.2.1 Development Tools 

Figure 2.2 below shows the software used in the proposed test setup. 

SOFTWARE 
Code Composer Studio 
Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0 Studio 

Figure 2.2 Software Requirements for Proposed Test Setup 

Code Composer StudioT^ (CCStudio) is a fully Integrated Development 

Environment (IDE) supporting Texas Instruments industry-leading TMS320™ DSP 

platforms. CCStudio integrates all host and target tools in a unified environment -

including Texas Instrument's DSP/BIOS™ kernel, code-generation tools, fast simulators, 

debugger, and Real-Time Data Exchange (RTDX) technology - to simplify DSP system 
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configuration and application design. CCStudio also has an open architecture that allows 

TI and third parties to extend the IDEs functionality by seamlessly plugging-in additional 

specialized tools. CCS has the ability to compile code written in C or C++ into machine 

code for various processor targets. CCS was installed on the PC the enable the test 

engineer to modify the code written for the controlling processor, RAPTOR, on the VDB. 

Generated machine code for RAPTOR is easily downloaded from the PC to the VDB via 

the cable connecting the XDS 560 in the second PCI slot to the RAPTOR JTAG 

connector on the VDB as show in Figure 2.6 in the previous section. Modified circuit test 

programs are similarly downloaded to the memory on the VDB via the cable connecting 

the XDS 560 in the first PCI slot to the test program JTAG connector on the VDB. 

Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0 studio was the IDE that was used to develop the 

control software for the proposed test setup. Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0 studio was used 

because it facilitated fast development of a Graphical User Interface (GUI) for the control 

software. 

2.2.2 Specifications 

The software developed for the proposed test methodology had to fulfill four 

specifications to be able to automate the circuit testing process. In order of importance 

these requirements are as follows: 

1. Timely error detection and reporting, 

2. Accurate data logging, 

3. Flexibility and ease of use. 

Integrating prompt error detection and reporting capabilities into the software was 

of greatest importance because mechanical errors or "jams" can occur at any time during 

the operation of the Castie handler. Handler kits, which specify the dimensions of storage 

trays, the size of the boats that transport circuits from the input to the test site location 

and the distances moved by the mechanical parts in the handler, are circuit specific and 

must be changed to suit the circuit package being used. The moving mechanical parts in 

the Castle handler follow precise distance settings specified by the kit being used. 
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Continuous kit switching causes misalignment of the moving mechanical parts and 

results in one or more of such parts being jammed. Due to the asynchronous nature of the 

specified jams, the software developed must be able to quickly and automatically adjust 

the testing process should a jam occur. Table 2.5 below lists a few common jams that 

occur during handler operation. A complete list of possible Handler jams can be found in 

the Castle manual. 

Table 2.5 Example of Handler Mechanical Errors or Jams 

JAM 

Vat door open 

Air pressure low 

PROBLEM 

The door located at the base of the 
handler is open 

Air flow through the handler has 
below required levels 

POSSIBLE CAUSE 

Door was not properly closed 

Air hose not connected to Handler 

Data log files, generated during circuit testing, contains the results of all the test 

patterns used to test the circuit. The data log files consist of the following fields delimited 

by the pipe "I" character: part type, the test results for all test patters used to test the 

circuit and the final bin number. Test engineers use a scripting language Practical 

Extraction and Report Language (PERL) to extract the data from the data log file and use 

the information to debug failed circuits. Without accurate data logging test engineers 

would be not be able to correct problems in the test patterns or identify errors in failed 

circuits. The software developed had to be capable of providing the production engineers 

with the accurate circuit test results. 

The final requirement that had to be satisfied by the software was flexibility and 

ease of use. One of the goals of the proposed solution was that it must be easy to 

implement and use. The control software for the proposed solution had to be designed 

with this goal in mind. In so doing test engineers will have do difficulty in using the new 

methodology for testing circuits. 
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2.3 Program Design 

2.3.1 Design Concept 

The proposed testing methodology was designed using a "Master/Slave" 

concept. The PC acted as the master controller of the testing process while the VDB and 

the Castle Handler were slave devices. As master controller, the PC was responsible for 

issuing instructions to the slave devices to perform specific tasks, processing status 

results and data sent from the slave devices and detecting and recovering from 

mechanical or data communication errors that may occur during the testing process. The 

VDB board and the Castle Handler were "Slave" devices in this program model and 

responded only to instmction requests made by the PC. In this program model the VDB 

and the Castle handler are only permitted to communicate when instructed by the PC. 

One of the goals of the proposed testing methodology was that it must be 

flexible and easy to use. In order to fulfill this requirement, the control software was 

designed with three operating modes: Automatic, Manual and Hand-Test. Test engineers 

can switch into any one of these modes during program operation. 

In the Automatic mode, the either testing process, which includes contacting 

circuits in the test site location, initiating the circuit test programs on the VDB, obtaining 

the test results from the VDB after circuit test completion, and sorting circuits based on 

the test results is controlled by the software on the PC. In this mode the test engineer is 

only required to place circuits in the handler to be tested, start the control software on the 

PC, and to remove the sorted circuits after testing. Minimum operator intervention is 

required when the control software was placed in this mode. 

Manual mode allows the test engineer to have more control over the testing 

process. When the control software is placed in this mode, the test engineer can manually 

contact circuits, initiate the test program on the VDB and send circuits to the output sort 

trays simply by clicking on buttons present on the Graphical User Interface (GUI) of the 

control software. This mode is primarily used as a debugging mode since the test 

engineer can initiate the test programs on the VDB numerous times for a circuit that is 

present in the test site location. 
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The Hand-Test mode was created to allow the test engineer to use the VDB 

control software to test circuit without the use of the handler. In this mode the test 

engineer can manual place circuit on the VDB board and use the VDB software to views 

circuit test results. The Hand-Test mode thus enables the test engineer to test circuit at his 

or her desk or in a location where space is not abundant. 

2.3.2 Data Communications 

A well-defined method of communication had to be developed to enable the PC 

to control both the VDB and the Castle handler. In addition to the communication 

method, a dictionary list of command names had to be created. The command list for the 

Castle handler can be found in the manual. The communication method implemented in 

the PC control software used the P849 communications protocol used by the Castle 

handler. The data link layer of the Castle handler P849 protocol uses a default baud rate 

of 9600, one start bit and one stop bit, no parity and a character length of 8 bits. Table 2.6 

below lists the characters that are specified by the P849 protocol used by the Castle 

handler. 

Table 2.6 P849 Communication Character Set 

Character 
Name 
ENQ 

ACK 
STX 
ETX 

ASCII 
Value 

5 

6 
1 

3 

Description 
Used to request permission to send a command and/or response string 
Acknowledges that the tester is ready of accept the command and/or response 
string 
A beginning block code delimiter that signifies the beginning of text 
An end block code delimiter that signifies the end of text 

The P849 protocol used character handshaking for valid communication link 

verification. Prior to the transmission of a command, the send must first verify receiver is 

up and ready to accept the command. To verify the communication link, the sender 

transmits the character ENQ to the receiver and waits for the subsequent ACK character 

reply. Receipt of and ACK after an ENQ transmission ensures that the link is validated. A 

time out will occur if there is more that one second between the issuance of ENQ and 

receipt of ACK or there is more that one second between any two characters in a 
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command or response string. Characters STX (ASCII 2) and ETX (ASCII 3) are used to 

represent the start and end delimiters that encapsulate a command or message that is sent 

via the serial port. Receipt of STX informs the receiver device of the start position of data 

while ETX informs the receiver device to stop reading data. Proper communication 

between the PC and the Castle Handler required that all messages, commands or 

responses to commands, be encapsulated with the STX/ETX pair. Characters ENQ 

(ASCII 4) and ACK (ASCII 5), were both exempt from the encapsulation mle. 

Commands issued from the PC to the Castie Handler were taken from the 

dictionary command list contained in the manual for the Castle Handler. Commands from 

the Castle Handler dictionary were divided into two types: Action commands and Inquiry 

commands. Action commands, commands used by the PC to instruct the Handler to 

perform a particular task, must be preceded with the string ' AE" and end with the 

optional character "!". Inquiry commands, commands requesdng status information from 

the Handler, must be preceded with "CZ" and must end with the character "?". A typical 

PC-Handler communication secession show below: 

1. PC sends ENQ character. 

2. Handler responds with ACK character. 

3. PC sends STX CD ETX string (CD is a request for identification information. 

4. Handler sends ENQ. 

5. PC responds with ACK. 

6. Handler responds with STX Castie Handler 6 v 1.02b Logic ETX character 

string. 

The PC to VDB communication used a modified version of the P849 specified 

by the Castle handler. No handshaking mechanism was used to verify the presence or 

readiness of the communication link layer. In addition commands transmitted from the 

PC to the VDB were not encapsulate with the STX and ETX block code delimiters. These 

changes were made to the P849 protocol because of complexities involved in 

incorporating the UART software in the Raptor software. Modifying the state machine 
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operated Raptor software to handle asynchronous data communications proved to be a 

difficult task. The truncation of link verification enabled the software UART for the VDB 

to be functional in the shortest time space. The PC to VDB communication used a default 

baud rate of 115200, one start bit and one stop bit, no parity and a character length of 8 

bits. The test thread used the command string BP to initiate the circuit test program on the 

VDB. The command string SR was used during program startup to ensure that the VDB 

was in the correct mode. A dictionary command list shown in Table 2.7 below was 

developed to enable the PC to control the circuit testing on the VDB. 

Table 2.7 VDB Command List 

Cominand String 
BP 
SR 

Description 
Start circuit test program/get final bin result 
Get toggle switch positions 

A typical PC-Handler communication secession show below: 

1. PC sends BP to VDB. 

2. VDB transmits circuit test results to PC. Each test result string is encapsulated 

between STX and ETX. 

3. VDB transmits final bin result encapsulated between STX and ETX. 

2.3.3 Error Detecdon 

The ability to detect and to recover from mechanical and communication 

problems that occur during the testing process was a requirement that had to be fulfilled 

by the control software. Mechanical jams and serial communication problems can 

adversely affect the testing process and must be handled promptly. 

To promptly detect mechanical errors that may occur with the Castle handler 

during operation, the PC continuously polled the handler requesting its status. The 

command string "CZ STATUS?" was sent to the PC to the Castle Handler through the 

DB9 to DB25 serial cable. The Castle Handler responded with a bit mask representing 

the current handler status. The value returned was a decimal value that the PC converted 
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this value into a 14-bit binary number to determine which bits were set. Table 2.8 below 

shows the status errors and their corresponding bit positions. 

Table 2.8 Bit Positions and Handler Status 

BIT 
POSITION 

0 
1 
~) 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 

HANDLER STATUS 
A tested part will need to be retested or will not go into its intended category 
The main or auxiliary buffer is full 
The handler is empty 
The handler in manual mode 
The dynamic contactor calibration is enabled 
The VAT water level calibration is enabled 
The air pressure is low 
The handler is out of guard band 
An active jam 
The handler is stopped 
Parts are soaking 
The chamber door is open 
The VAT or ATL door is open 
GPIB error 

As can be seen in the table above, some of the status values are not as detrimental 

to the testing process as others. A set bit 8, which indicates that some sort of mechanical 

failure is much more serious that a set but 2 which just indicates that the handler is 

empty. With this in mind, the bit positions were divided into two groups: hard errors and 

soft error. The hard errors group consisted of bit positions that if set would adversely 

affect the testing process. Occurrence of a set bit in this group resulted in the PC 

temporarily suspending the testing process until the test engineer fixed the error. Bits 

positions in the hard errors group included 3, 6, 7, 8 and 9. Bits 0, 1, 2, 4, 5, 10, 11, 12, 

and 13 do not affect the testing process and are used to update the PC on the Handler 

status. The test engineer is alerted via a pop-up menu on the PC when these bits are set. 

The status thread was the control process that handled error detection. Jams detected by 

the status thread were placed as error message in an error queue that was constantly 

checked by another controlling process called the main thread. The main thread removed 
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error messages present in the queue and adjusted the testing processes depending on the 

type of jam that occurred. 

Communication errors also had to be detected by the control software. For the PC 

to handler communication, the P849 handshaking protocol was implemented to ensure 

valid communication. The P849 protocol used character handshaking for valid 

communication link verification. Prior to the transmission of a command, the PC must 

first verify that the handler is up and ready to accept the command. To verify the 

communication link, the PC transmits the character ENQ to the handler and waits for the 

subsequent ACK character reply. Receipt of and ACK after an ENQ transmission ensures 

that the link is validated. A time-out will occur if there is more that one second between 

the issuance of ENQ and receipt of ACK. An error message is sent to the screen of the 

PC in the event that such an error occurs. 

No handshaking mechanism was used to verify the presence or readiness of the 

communication link layer for the PC to VDB communication. Complications involved in 

modifying the Raptor control software to handle asynchronous communicadon made it 

difficult to implement the same handshaking mechanism used for the PC to handler 

communication. Three minutes was used as the maximum time that the PC should wait 

for a reply from the VDB. This timeout value was used since this was greater that the 

longest time taken for a circuit test to be completed. If no data is received from the VDB 

within this time period, an error message is displayed on the screen of the PC. 

2.3.4 Circuit Test 

The VDB circuit test was performed on all circuits placed in the test site location. 

The test thread that is discussed in section 2.3.5.2 initiated the circuit test. The PC used 

the command string "BP" to start the circuit test program on the VDB. The VDB 

responded with the test result information encapsulated between the start and stop 

delimiters, STX and ETX. The receipt of a single integer number indicated the end of the 

VDB circuit test. This number was the final bin result of the tested circuit and was logged 

in the data log file on the PC. Figure 2.3 below shows the flow diagram for the PC-
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controlled VDB circuit testing. The Ramp test, discussed in the Circuit connecdvity was 

performed before a circuit was tested to ensure that that circuit was property aligned and 

contacted. Failure of the Ramp test resulted in transmission of the "NAK" character from 

the VDB to the PC. The VDB circuit test could not be interrupted once it was started. The 

PC handled any jams that occurred during the execution of the VDB circuit test after 

testing was completed. 

Start 

Send "BP" 
command to 

VDB 

Log test 
result 

information 

End 

Log final bin 
result 

Display error 
message 

Figure 2.3 Flow Diagram for PC-controlled VDB Circuit Test 

2.3.5 Control Processes 

Three control processes, or threads, were designed to allow the PC to control the 

testing process: a main thread, a testing thread and a status thread. The thread processes 

execute simultaneously in their own program space and each performs specific tasks. The 

status thread was responsible for generating a queue containing all the handler jams that 

occurred for the main thread to process. The status thread polled the handler every 2 

seconds requesting the handler status. The status thread used the set bit positions returned 

in the integer response to generate the error queue. The test thread was responsible for the 
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testing and retesting of circuits on the VDB and the sorting of the circuits after test. The 

main thread removed error messages placed in the error queue by the status thread and 

updated the PC mode accordingly. 

Proper synchronization of the control processes required memory of the state of 

the PC. An integer value, called the PC mode, was used to store the information of the 

current state of the PC. The main thread used the PC mode value to control the operation 

of the test thread. Set bit positions in the mode value corresponded to a particular PC 

operating mode as shown in Table 2.9 below. 

Table 2.9 PC Mode Bit Values 

Bit Value 

0 

1 
2 

4 

8 

16 

Mode Name 

AUTOMATIC 

MANUAL 

HANDTEST 

STOPPED 

TESTING 

RETESTING 

Description 

PC is in automatic mode 

PC is in manual mode 

PC is in hand test mode 

PC program is stopped 

PC is performing VDB testing 

PC is going to retest a circuit 

The five operating modes mentioned above enable the main thread to control the 

testing thread. To switch to a mode, the control software sets the bit position 

corresponding to that mode from a 0 to a 1. If the operator places the control software 

into HANDTEST mode the test and status thread must be suspended since this mode 

allows the test engineer to operate the software without the presence of the Castle 

handler. If placed in MANUAL mode, only the test thread must be suspended since the 

operator will manually initiate the circuit testing on the VDB. The TESTING mode is 

enabled when the VDB circuit testing has started. When the control software is in 

TESTING mode the operator cannot move the circuit from the test site location by 

switching to MANUAL mode. RETESTING mode indicates to the test thread that a 

circuit needs to be re-contacted before the circuit testing on the VDB is performed. 
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2.3.5.1 Status Thread 

The status thread was the process that performed the error detection task. The 

status thread was responsible for generating a queue containing all the handler jams that 

occurred for the main thread to process. The status thread used of the Castle dictionary 

command "CZ STATUS?" to obtain the bit mask representing the current handler status 

from the Castle Handler. Status queries are sent every two seconds to the Castle handler 

and the 14-bit status mask that is obtained from the Castle handler is compared with the 

previously stored value. A change in a bit value from 0 to 1 or from 1 to 0 indicates that 

the handler's status value has been changed since the last query. A bit value change from 

0 to 1 indicates that some handler jam has occurred and results in the generation of an 

error ticket. The error ticket, which stores the bit position that was set, is placed into an 

error queue. Once the error ticket is generated, a message is displayed on the PC screen 

informing the test engineer of the problem. The type of error is determined by the bit 

position. A change from 1 to 0 indicates that the jam no longer exists or was cleared by 

the test engineer. Figure 2.4 below shows the flow diagram for the test thread that was 

designed. Once all the bits have been compared, the current status value is updated and 

the thread waits two seconds before querying the handler. Prior to querying the handler, 

the status thread makes a check to ensure that it is in the correct operating mode. If the 

PC control software was placed into the Hand Test mode, which does not use the handler, 

the status thread bypasses its main event loop. 
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Figure 2.4 Flow Diagram of Status Thread 

2.3.5.2 Test Thread 

The test thread was the process that handled the testing and retesting of circuits on 

the VDB and the sorting of the circuits after test. Provided that no jams occurred and the 

PC control software was not placed into Manual or Hand test mode, the test thread 

continuously instructed the Castle handler to place circuits in the test site location and 

started the circuit testing on the VDB every five seconds. The test thread used the PC 

mode value to adjust its actions during the testing process. A change in the PC mode to 

HANDTEST, STOPPED or MANUAL, resulted in either a bypass of the main testing 
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section or a bypass of the bin updating section as shown in Figure 2.5. Prior to starting 

the circuit testing on the VDB, the test thread updates the PC mode to TESTING to 

prevent the main test thread from executing when the PC is placed in MANUAL or 

HANDTEST mode. 

Automatic retesting of specified circuits was a feature that was included in the 

software. During program operation, the test engineer can specify which circuits need to 

be retested based on the final bin result. After the circuit test result has been received 

from the VDB, a check is made to see if that particular bin result was marked for retest. If 

so, the PC mode is updated to RETESTING. The test thread checks for the RETESTING 

mode and retracts and re-contacts the circuit in the test site location prior to testing. A 

retesting flag ensures that circuits are only retested once. The test thread initiates the 

VDB circuit test provided that a circuit is in the test site location. 

The VDB circuit test could not be interrupted once it was started. Any jams that 

occurred during the VDB circuit and still present after the circuit test was completed 

caused the PC to be placed in STOPPED mode. In such cases, circuits were automatically 

retested once the jam was cleared. 
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Figure 2.5 Flow Diagram of Testing Thread 
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2.3.5.3 Main Thread 

The main thread was the process responsible for removing error messages placed 

in a queue by the status thread and for updating the PC mode according to the type of 

error that occurred. Hard errors caused by a mechanical jam or the handler air pressure 

being low, can adversely affect the testing process. Once the main thread receives an 

error message from the queue that corresponds to a hard error, an error counter is 

incremented and the PC is placed in a STOPPED mode. Updating the PC mode to 

STOPPED suspends the execution of the test thread as can be seen from the test thread 

flow diagram. Multiple hard errors continuously increment the error count. Jams that 

have been cleared or fixed by the test engineer result in the error count being 

decremented by 1. Only when the error count returns to 0 does the PC mode clear its 

STOPPED bit. If the handler temperature falls out of the guard band limits, the 

RETESTING bit in the PC mode is set to allow the circuits to be retested once the 

temperature was restored. Figure 2.6 below shows the flow diagram of the main thread. 

The main thread polled the error queue every 1 second. 
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2.3.6 Graphical User Interface 

A Graphical User Interface (GUI) was designed for the proposed testing 

methodology to facilitate easy use in a production environment. The GUI had to fulfill 

the following goals to be useful to the test engineers: (1) display circuit test result 

information in real-time, (2) provide easy switching from any one of the operational 

modes, (3) allow the test engineer to manually control the testing process, (4) accurately 

store test result information, and (5) provide the test engineer with options to adjust the 

testing process. 

Figure 2.7 below show the main GUI window that the test engineer interacted 

with during program operation. As can be seen from the figure, the GUI consisted of a 

main display window (Ai), two status windows (AT and A3), a menu bar (B), handler 

control buttons (C|) and function buttons (C2). 
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Figure 2.7 Main GUI Window 
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2.3.6.1 Real-Time Data Display 

One of the goals that had to be satisfied by the GUI was that circuit test result 

information had to be presented to the test engineer as soon as it was received from the 

VDB. To perform this function, three information displays were added to the GUI. The 

display window Ai displays the test result information as it is received from the VDB. 

This w indow is scrollable up to 100 000 lines so that information for all tests can be view 

during or after the testing process. A setting in the Settings window controls whether (1) 

all the test result information, (2) only the final test, or (3) only test results for tests that 

have failed is displayed in Ai. The CLEAR button in C2 clears the display when pressed. 

A2 provides the test engineers with a control indicating the reception of data. The pipe 

graphic, "V", rotates every time test result information is received form the VDB and can 

be used as a visual to ensure that no communication error has occurred. A3 provides the 

test engineer with information concerning the state of the control software. If the state 

changes to any one of the operational modes, A3 is updated accordingly. 

2.3.6.2 Operational Mode Switching 

The operational mode of the control software on the PC could be changed at any 

point during program operation. This task was made possible with the menu option show 

in the menu option Configure->Test mode, B in Figure 2.16. From this menu, the control 

software could be switched to AUTOMATIC, MANUAL, or HANDTEST mode. The 

functionality of the control buttons in Ci is affected by the mode of the control software. 

In AUTOMATIC mode all buttons in Ci are disabled. In HANDTEST mode only the 

TEST button is enabled. All buttons in C| are enabled in MANUAL mode. A3 is updated 

with an informative sentence to reflect any switch in operational modes. 

2.3.6.3 Manual Testing 

Test engineers can use the control software to manual control the testing process 

by using the control buttons in C,. The control software must first be placed in 
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MANUAL mode before the control buttons could be used. Table 2.10 below shows the 

functionality of the buttons in Ci. 

Table 2.10 Manual Mode Buttons 

Name 
EXTEND 
RETRACT 
TEST 
NEXT PART 

Function 
Contacts circuit in test site to socket location on VDB 
Removes circuit from socket location on VDB 
Initiates circuit test on VDB 
Sends circuit to output tray based on test result 

In MANUAL mode, the test engineer can test a single circuit multiple times and 

view the test result information. EXTEND and RETRACT control the mechanical arm 

the moves the circuit to and from the test socket on the VDB. TEST starts the VDB 

circuit test program. The sort tray that the circuit is sent to when the NEXT PART button 

is pressed depends on the circuit test result. If NEXT PART is pressed and the circuit test 

was not initiated with the TEST button, the circuit is sent to a retest output tray. 

2.3.6.4 Accurate Data Logging 

The Operator menu show in Figure 2.8 below was used to gather pertinent data 

logging information. The operator menu is the first window to be displayed when the 

control software is started. 
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Figure 2.8 Operator Menu Window 
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Mandatory fields include the UNIX username, password. Operator Id, test 

temperature, and Device package. A valid UNIX username and password is required 

since this information is used to log the test engineer into to a UNIX FTP server to 

transfer data log files. Data log files were transferred to the FTP server after the control 

software was exited. The device package values consisted of either TQPF or BGA and 

the temperature values consisted of 25C, 60C and 95C. The optional die lot and SMS lot 

number contained additional information about a lot of circuits. The data log file 

generated using values from this menu can be seen in the data log. The operator menu 

could be evoked during program operation buy clicking on the MENU button in section 

C; shown in Figure 2.7. A new data log file is generated every time new values are 

entered in the operator menu. 

2.3.6.5 Settings Adjustments 

Figure 2.9 below show the window that controlled various parameters of the 

testing process. The settings window was accessed from the Configure menu settings 

show in B in Figure 2.7. 

D 

Figure 2.9 Settings Window 

The section D contains options that control the kind of test result information 

displayed in A, in Figure 2.7. The Show All displays all the circuit test results received 

from the VDB in A,. The Show Failed option displays only circuit test results that failed 

while the Show Final option shows only the final bin result of the tested circuit. 

Section E allows the test engineer to adjust the retesting of circuits. More that one 

bin can be checked for retest. Circuits whose final bin result match checked retest bins 

are automatically retested as show in the test thread flow diagram. 
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2.4 Circuit Connectivity Problems 

Two main challenges arose during the implementation of the automated test 

bench setup: (1) Ensuring that prototype circuit made proper contact with the socket on 

the interposer and (2) that circuits were not damaged when contacted to the socket on the 

interposer. 

The first problem was ensuring that the prototype circuits made proper contact 

with the socket on the interposer. For a prototype circuit to make good contact, two 

conditions must be satisfied. Firstly the pins on the prototype circuit must be property 

aligned to the corresponding socket positions in the interposer. Second, the circuit must 

be firmly pressed in the socket to ensure that the pins make contact with the interposer. 

The mechanical arm located at the back of the handler first picks up the 

prototype circuit via the vacuum-operated suction caps, rotates 180 degrees and then 

extends a pre-set distance. Once the interposer is connected to the back of the handler, 

there is no way for the test engineer to see if the circuit was properly aligned and if the 

distance that the mechanical arm was extended was sufficient to allow the prototype 

circuit to make proper contact with the interposer. This is not a situation that the test 

engineer wants to occur since an improperly contacted circuit will return incorrect test 

results when the screen test is initiated on the VDB board. 

The second problem that was encountered was ensuring that circuits were not 

damaged when contacted to the socket on the interposer. Care had to be taken to ensure 

that the mechanical arm used only the minimum amount of pressure when contacting the 

prototype circuit to the interposer. This was a major concern that was addressed since too 

much contact pressure could both damage the attached VDB board and more importantly 

the prototype circuits under test. The TQPF circuits shown were very susceptible to pin 

2.5 Circuit Connectivity Solutions 

In order to eliminate the possibility of the improper circuit contact, different 

procedures had to be implemented for both the Castie handler and the VDB board. To 
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handle circuit alignment problems the application engineers were able to write software 

code, called the Ramp Test, to detect the connectivity level of the contacted prototype 

circuit. When the circuit test program is initiated on the VDB board, the ramp test is 

executed first to test whether or not the circuit is property contacted to the VDB board via 

the interposer. Failure of the Ramp Test prevents further testing of the device and sends 

the NAK character (ASCII 21) to the PC indicating that the device did not make proper 

contact. The Ramp Test tested device verified circuit connectivity by writing data to a 

particular memory location on the contacted prototype circuit and attempting to read back 

the data written. The process of writing and reading back the data was performed at 

different memory locations on the contacted circuit. If the data read back matched the 

data written in all the locations targeted, proper contact was made and the remainder of 

the screen test continues as normal. The ramp test would not be able to read back data 

from the all the memory locations on a misaligned circuit. Failure in any one of the 

targeted memory locations results in the transmission of the NAK character to the PC. 

Circuits failing the ramp test are retested. Two failures of the ramp test results in the 

placement of such circuits in an output tray marked for retest. Figure 2.10 below shows 

the flow diagram of the process flow when a circuit is contacted. 
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Figure 2.10 Circuit Screen Testing Flow Diagram 

One limitation of the Ramp Test was that it was not able to differentiate 

between a misaligned circuit and a circuit with a faulty memory location. A properly 

aligned circuit would fail the ramp test if one of its memory locations was damaged. The 

Ramp Test was not able properly differentiate between a misaligned and a fault circuit. 

Circuits failing the Ramp Test were placed into a retest output tray with the hope a 

subsequent retest of these devices would fix the misalignment problem thereby causing 

previously misaligned but good circuits to pass the Ramp Test. 

To prevent the chance of circuit damage caused by excessive contact pressure 

by the handler contact arm, values for the distances moved by the mechanical arms had to 

be correctly programmed into the handler memory. Due to model and software version 

differences between different handlers, the distance moved by the contact arm had to be 

specifically configured for each handler. To perform this task, the Handler was placed 

into DCC mode, thereby allowing the test engineer to manually adjust the mechanical 
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arm displacements. Golden units, units that were tested on a Very Low Cost Tester and 

are known to have passed all the circuit test programs, were used to set the mechanical 

arm distances. The golden units were placed inside the castie and the VDB screen test is 

manually started on the VDB. The mechanical contact arm was extended by small 

increments until the circuit passed the Ramp Test. The arm distance at which the circuit 

passes the Ramp Test is the minimum distance that must be moved for proper contact. 

With this distance saved into the handler's memory, the other golden units are tested to 

ensure that proper contact is made. 
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CHAPTER III 

RESULTS 

3.1 Manual Testing Results 

In the temporary Product engineer solution prototype circuits were manually 

hand tested using the VDB. The testing process was very tedious because test engineers 

had to perform numerous tasks which included to placing the circuit on the VDB, 

powering on the VDB, starting the circuit test program, copying the final test result to a 

data sheet, powering down the VDB, and removing and sorting the tested circuit. A great 

deal of time was lost during circuit switching operations. When the thermo stream was 

not used to thermally condition, or soak, prototype circuits prior to testing, an average of 

2 minutes per circuit was lost in circuit-switching tasks. The average test time for a 

circuit was 1 minute. In production testing, where the number of prototype circuits in a 

lot usually exceeds 500, over 25 hours is needed to test all circuits as show in Figure 3.1 

below. 
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Figure 3.1 Graph of Total Test Time per Circuit Using Manual Hand Testing 

1.2 Automated Testing Results 

The automatic testing methodology circuits were pre-soaked in the handler prior 

to testing. This in addition to the automating of the circuit contacting and sorting process 
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significantly reduced the overall time to test a circuit. It was found that on an average of 5 

seconds were lost when circuits were switched. Since the average test time for a 

prototype circuit was 1 minute the overall test time using the automated test methodology 

v\as 65 seconds. Figure 3.2 below shows the amount of time required to test lots 

containing different numbers of prototype circuits. 
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Figure 3.2 Graph of Total Test Time per Circuit Using Automated Test Methodology 
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CHAPTER IV 

VERIFICATION 

4.1 Soludon verification 

The goal of the proposed automated test methodology was to design, develop, and 

implement an automated test bench setup that solves the problems experiences with the 

temporary test methodology. The proposed test methodology was judged on the 

following criteria: ability to reduce time wasted in circuit-switching tasks, robustness and 

reliability, flexibility and ease of use, and accuracy of data logging capabilities. 

4.1.1 Test Time Reduction 

The automated handling of circuits in the automated test methodology greatiy 

reduced the time spent in non-testing activates as can be seen in Figure 3.3 below. The 

average test time per circuit using the automated test methodology, which included 

contacting the circuit in the VDB socket, performing the circuit test and sorting, was 

about 65 seconds. Circuit test programs on average take 1 minute to fully test a circuit 

thus the time loss per circuit was about 5 seconds. 
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Figure 3.3 Comparison of Total Test Time for Manual and Automated Test Methods 
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The circuit switching time loss was reduced from 2 minutes in the manual hand test 

methodology to 5 seconds in the automated test methodology. The 177% reduction in the 

circuit switching time loss enabled test engineers to test large volumes of circuit in a 

more realistic time space. The reduction in the overall test dme also allowed test 

engineers to meet time-to-market goals even with a reduced time space. 

4.1.2 Robustness and Reliability 

Robustness and Reliability was another criterion that the proposed automated 

solution had to meet. The proposed automated solution proved to be very robust and 

reliable because (1) it was a practical design that was implemented, (2) errors that could 

occur were quickly detected and handled, (3) it was able to run without user intervention 

for long hours, and (4) it provided accurate and consistent circuit test results and log files. 

The main strength of the automated solution was that it was implemented 

successfully in a production test environment. The proposed automated test methodology 

was designed by combining the strengths contained in the initial product engineering test 

methodology and the temporary test methodology and made use of tools currently 

involved in the circuit testing process. In so doing it proved to be a very practical and 

realizable design. From the testing results, it was seen that the automatic test 

methodology greatly improved on the overall time to test circuits thus proving that it did 

solve the time loss problem that was experienced in the temporary testing methodology. 

The ability of the proposed automated test methodology the handle mechanical 

communication errors increased its robustness when implemented in a production 

environment. The proposed solution made use of a well-designed error detection and 

handling control system. The error detection capabilities implemented in the control 

software discussed in section 2.3.3, enabled the automated test methodology to quickly 

respond to handler jams caused by mechanical failure. The automated methodology also 

alerted test engineers of communication errors that occurred. Accuracy of test results was 

thus ensured since any errors that could affect the testing process was quickly detected 

and handled. 
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The AUTOMATIC mode implemented in the proposed automatic test 

methodology allowed the test setup to run without operator intervention provided that no 

mechanical or communication errors occurred. During the initial tests the automatic test 

methodology was able had 100% uptime during a lOh period. Most of the test engineer's 

test time was spent analyzing the data instead of performing circuit-testing actions. This 

thus led to an overall increase in the producdvity of the engineers during circuit testing. 

The proposed automated test methodology was also very reliable in providing 

accurate and consistent circuit test results and data log files. Circuit test results obtained 

using the proposed automated test setup were consistent with test results obtained from 

the manual hand testing of circuits. Data accuracy was improved with the automated test 

methodology since data log files are automatically generated by the control software and 

automatically stored in a server after the test. Automatic generation of the data log files 

ensured both the safety and accuracy of the test results. 

4.1.3 Flexibility and Ease of Use 

The proposed automatic test methodology could not have been implemented in a 

production environment if it was cumbersome and difficult to use. Physical space is not a 

luxury on the test floor. Any test setup must have a relatively small footprint to operate 

with the limited area available. The automated test setup achieved this requirement 

because of the small size of the VDB. No extra space was required when the VDB was 

attached to the rear of the Castie handler. Thus the proposed test methodology did not 

place new demands on the limited test floor space. 

The new test setup was also very easy to implement and operate. The setup took a 

maximum of 5 minutes on average and only required that a test engineer be equipped 

with a screwdriver to connect the VDB to the Castle handler. The GUI operated control 

software was very easy to understand and use. Test engineers could quickly switch from 

AUTOMATIC to MANUAL mode to perform debugging of particular circuits. A 

HANDTEST mode was added to give the test engineer the ability to use the control 

software without the use of the Castle handler at his or her desk. At ability to switch 
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modes at any point during program operation made the proposed test setup flexible to the 

needs of the test engineers. Test engineers were notified of errors that occurred during 

program operation via pop-up messages on the screen on the PC. This coupled with the 

ability to dynamically adjust the testing process to specify which bins to retest, as 

discussed in the GUI section 2.3.6, made the proposed solution user friendly and easy to 

learn. 

4.1.4 Accurate Data Logging 

One of the problems with the temporary test methodology was that the test 

engineer was responsible for logging the final bin result for each circuit after test. Manual 

logging of the circuit test results added an extra time delay in the testing process, and also 

proved to be very inaccurate. Test results were usually written on a piece of paper. Test 

results were sometimes misplaced and often resulted in the retesting of all the circuits in 

the lot. Once the all the circuits were tested, the test engineer had to transfer the results 

logged into Microsoft Word so that PERL scripts could be used to extract pertinent data. 

The proposed automated test setup stored the test results on the PC in a format that test 

engineers could use to easily extract relevant data fields using PERL scripts. In addition, 

the data log file was transferred to a server via FTP after test completion thus ensuring its 

safety and accuracy. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS 

Time to market for prototype circuits was greatly reduced as a result of using the 

proposed automated test bench. Automating the manual and repetitive tasks ensured that 

the test engineer's time was efficiently spent on data analysis. Automation reduced 

damage to good circuits caused by operator handling and so improved the yield. A 

manufacturer's profit, which heavily depends on the volume of samples shipped to 

customers, will be greatly improved as a result of using the proposed automated bench 

setup. 
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